Inspiring personal connection to nature and community.

Wolverine Tracking Project
Scat Surveys
Background
The Wolverine Tracking Project is a volunteer-powered wildlife survey project on the Mt Hood
National Forest. The information gathered is being used by the US Forest Service, Oregon Dept of
Fish and Wildlife, and the Cascade Carnivore Project to document and study many different species.
In these scat surveys, we want to collect genetic samples of Sierra Nevada red fox, a rare subspecies of
red fox found only in the high mountains of the Oregon Cascades and Sierra Nevadas in California.
The data will be used by researchers to determine the native ancestry, population size, distribution, and
connectivity of montane red fox populations. In addition, we are also interested in scat from wolverine
and wolves as evidence of them returning to our forest.

What to Do
Your task as a volunteer is to hike one of the designated trails and to look for scat. Collect scats that
you think might be from red fox, wolves, or wolverine (instructions given below).
Where to hike
The Sierra Nevada red fox, our main target, lives only in subapline parkland and montane forest,
generally at elevations above 4000 ft. We have identified several trails in this habitat that we would like
you to survey, based on past occurrence as well as habitat suitability. It doesn't matter if you walk the
entire distance shown on the map, and if you want to hike a different area above this elevation (any of
section of the Timberline trail or adjacent trails), that is good data too. However it is important that we
know where you went.
Record where you went
It is very important that you record where you hiked. Data on the lack of scat is just as important as
finding scat. If you have a GPS, set it to record the route you are traveling and the distance you
traveled. If you don't have a GPS, estimate and draw this in on a map. Maps are available on our
website, or, if you are a previous volunteer with access to the office, on the shelf with the camera
equipment.
Look for scat
Canines like to travel and scent mark on trails, so walking a trail is a good place to find their scat. As
you hike, scan the trail itself for scat as you walk, and also look on downed logs, stumps, boulders, and
other high points, since canines like to scent mark prominent places these as well. If you find scat that
you think might be from a red fox, wolf, or wolverine (details below), collect it and enter the required
information on the data sheet. If you don't find any, let us know that, too.
Collecting the sample
Collect a sample from every scat you see that you think might be fox, wolverine, or wolf, using the

guidelines given below. Telling scat from different species apart can be very difficult. If in
doubt, take a picture and collect it! Fresh scat is much more likely to yield a genetic sample
than old, dried out scat, but collect both, as they both might potentially be valuable.
Caution #1: Be careful not to touch the scat because it may contain parasites.
Caution #2: Be careful not to contaminate the sample - do not touch, and make sure pet hair
on your clothing doesn't accidentally fall in.

Collecting scat samples
1. Take a picture. Be sure to include a ruler for scale.
2. Place the entire scat in a paper bag. Label the bag with the date, location (lat/long
from the GPS), whether the scat is fresh or old (soft or hard), likely species, and your
initials. If you don't have a GPS, estimate your location on a map and staple the map
to the envelope.
3. Place the paper bag in a plastic bag, so that it transports better.
4. Fill in the information on the data sheet.
5. Scat samples need to be kept cool and dark, so keep away from your body heat or
sunlight.
6. As soon as feasible, take the paper bag out of the plastic bag so the scat can dry.

What you will need to turn in
• Data sheet: Fill this in letting me know where you went, the distance traveled, how
many samples you collected, and the date.
• Location hiked: If you have GPS data, email it to me. If you don’t, draw on a map
where you went.
• Scat samples (if any).
Our office is located at 5431 NE 20th Ave, on the corner of NE Killingsworth and 20th. The
building is unlocked during normal hours, including evenings and weekends. The office is on
the main floor and you can leave stuff in the bag that is hanging on the office door.

Equipment
Cascadia Wild will supply maps of survey locations and a packet with the following items.
Please pick these up from our office before you head out.
• Paper bags to collect scat in
• Plastic bags to carry paper bags in
• Disposable gloves – if you want to make sure you don't touch the scat
• Paper ruler
• Data sheet
You will need to supply:
• GPS if you have one (otherwise mark locations on paper map)
• Camera – to take pictures of scat before collecting
• Pencil

Questions? Contact:
Teri Lysak, Wolverine Tracking Project Coordinator
503-235-9533
info@cascadiawild.org

Identifying scat
The 4 carnivore families
Most carnivore scat is tubular in shape, as opposed to pellets like deer and rabbits produce.
There are 4 families of carnivores that you might encounter. - canines, felines, mustelids
(weasels), and bears. Within a family, scat from different species looks similar, the primary
difference being size, so the place to start is to try to identify the family of animal that made it.
We will start with scat from an all meat diet, when it is full of hair, and often bone fragments.
This scat is brown in color when fresh, and usually turns white as it ages. Later we will look
at scat from other diets.

Canine family

Feline family

Mustelid family

Bear family

coyote, fox, wolf,
domestic dog

bobcat, cougar

marten, mink,
wolverine, weasel

black bear

▪ Ends tapered

▪ Ends blunt

▪ Twisted looking

▪ Tends to separate
into segments with
blunt ends

▪ If segmented, the
ends of the segments
are uneven and
irregular because of
the twist
▪ Easy to dent with a
stick when it is fresh

▪ Dense and hard to
poke when fresh
(both canines and
felines become
hard with age)

▪ Ends very tapered,
much more
pointed than
canines
▪ Very twisted, even
the ends look
twisted
▪ Tends to fold back
on itself

▪ Ends very blunt
▪ Large – both in
diameter and
quantity
▪ Are omnivores, so
an all meat diet is
uncommon

Coyote scat

Bobcat scat

Cougar scat

Long tailed weasel scat

Bear scat

How scat changes with diet
Scats from fruit or insects tends to be much more bunt ended and not as twisted. Canines tend
to be omnivores, so their scat are often filled with fruit or other things and can look a lot like
bear scat, except smaller. Felines are strict carnivores, and you will almost never see anything
besides meat in their diet. Mustelids are somewhat omnivorous but less so than canines.
Here's two different coyote scats, the lower one from a meat diet, the upper from fruit:

Distinguishing target species
Within these four families, distinguishing between species is primarily based on size.
Diameter is the main measurement used, but length and overall quantity usually vary along
with diameter.
Canine scat size
There is a fair amount of overlap in size between scat from the different canines. We want to
collect only those scats that have a very good chance of being from a target species, so have
set diameter limits for when to collect it.
Species

Red fox

Coyote

Diameter

About the diameter of
your pinky finger

About the diameter of your Very large looking, generally
thumb
quite long in length

About ¼ to ¾ inch

About ½ to 1¼ inch

Collect when: Less than ½ inch diameter Don't collect
(the diameter of the test
tube or less)

Wolf

About ½ to 1½ inch
Greater than 1¼ inch

Look-a-likes
Red fox: The primary things you are likely to confuse with fox scat are coyote and marten.
Coyote has the same bluntly-tapered ends, but is larger. Marten is similar sized (it is ¼ to ⅝
inch diameter) but the ends are tapered to much finer points and the scat is much more
twisted. Marten scat seldom breaks into segments, but tends to bend back on itself in a long
tube instead.
Wolf: The primary things you are likely to confuse with wolf scat are cougar, coyote, and
bear. Cougar scat is pretty much the same size as wolf, and can be quite similar looking.
Cougar tend to leave their scat under an overhang (such as a tree branch or overhanging rock)
or on an old well decayed rotten log, whereas wolf tend to leave it in the open in more
prominent places. These, however, are only tendencies. Wolf scat is similar to coyote scat
except larger. Compared to coyote scat, it also tends to have blunter ends and be less twisty,
looking more feline-like than is typical of most canines. Bear scat is 1 to 2 ½ inches diameter,
so there is a some of overlap in diameter, however the overall quantity of bear scat is usually
much larger. Bear scat also tends to be pretty highly segmented, with very blunt, almost
square ends, as opposed to the rounded tapered ends of canine scat.
Wolverine: Wolverine scat is very difficult to identify just from visual features alone, so only
collect it if you have some other evidence, such as tracks, to help confirm the identification.
The next largest mustelid in this environment is marten, which is a much smaller animal, and
there is little overlap in scat size. Wolverine scat is usually ½ to ¾ inch diameter.

